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Developing opportunities  
in 11 target industries.

The Hanover understands that agents need products that respond to many customer 

needs, which is why we provide the flexibility to write both BOP and Commercial 

Package Policies (CPP). Offering expertise in specific industries adds value for our agents.

• While BOP coverage allows for broad 

coverage, ease of use, and straight 

through processing for agents, The 

Hanover also has a clear appetite for our 

CPP classes in 11 different industries to 

help our agents win.

• Our “Industry Differentiators” sales 

guide, along with your knowledge of 

the industries, marketplace, and your 

agents, will enable you to write and 

retain more targeted CPP business.  

This guide will provide you with concise 

and meaningful differentiators and 

major selling points for each 

industry, as well as appetite 

information for each  

of our targeted  

CPP classes.

• This valuable new tool was designed to 

support your sales efforts by differenti-

ating The Hanover and demonstrating 

to your agents that we are the carrier  

of choice in Small Commercial!

  CRAFT BREWERS 

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS 

FOOD INDUSTRIES 

HEALTHCARE 

HUMAN SERVICES 

MEDIA

METALWORKERS 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

SPORTS AND FITNESS 

TECHNOLOGY 

WHOLESALERS
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FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

• Did expand in the 
    last 3 years

• Plans to expand 
    in next 3 years

• Wants to, but is 
    not sure or waiting

• Not interested 
    in expanding

41%

18%

18%

23%

How to Leverage the “CPP 
Industry Differentiators” Tool
This quick reference guide, categorized by 

industry, is designed to highlight key  

differentiators that create value.

Conversation Starters
The Conversation Starters in this guide are suggestions 
on how you may want to speak to our agents about  
The Hanover’s areas of difference. You will notice topics 
are posed as questions, which is a great way to engage 
agents more actively in the conversation.

When to Use This Tool
• To prep for an agency sales call where you want to 

position our target industries, the guide is ideal to help 
you tell and sell our difference for target CPP classes

• When an agent calls you to ask, “Are you a good at 
< fill in the blank > industry?” the guide can help you 
pick out the key points of differentiation and sell them

• It not only can help you win more targeted CPP new 
business, but the differentiator can also be a great tool 
to help retain business and sell Hanover’s value

Marketing Tools
Marketing tools help you tell your story and amplify the 
impact of your efforts. Agents hearing you differentiate 
our value will remember a good deal, but also seeing it 
significantly increases your chances for deep impacts! 
These marketing collateral and sales tools are at your fin-
gertips (for example, link to Agent Solutions or the Small 
Commercial portal) to use with your agents.
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63% 49% 32% 27% 22% 18% 16% 4%

INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION

Why Selling Our Difference and Value  
Really Matters

More agents are aggressively seeking to specialize,  
because that helps them win and retain more 
business.

Plans for Industry  
Specialization

• 60% of agents have begun actions for more 
specialization

Reasons Agents Choose Higher-Priced Policies

When asked: “For new customers, when you select 
a carrier that wasn’t the lowest cost, why do you  
do so? (Select all that apply.)”
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You’re the Cornerstone of Our Success

An important component of The Hanover’s Small Commercial strategy is providing a total account 

solution and having a broad but consistent appetite. Our sales and underwriting teams are the 

cornerstone of our success. Your ability to convey our appetite and capabilities to our agents 

accurately helps position The Hanover as the carrier of choice in Small Commercial. Leveraging 

new tools, like the “CPP Industry Differentiator,” will help you continue to develop your knowledge 

and expertise, and enhance your agents’ understanding of our capabilities.

SMALL COMMERCIAL DIFFERENTIATION & VALUE SELLING

The Hanover View: 
Winning in Small Commercial   

in Three Key Steps

Think of Me!

Pick Me!

Pick Us!

Agent View: 
Winning in Small Commercial  

in Three Key Steps

Which Carriers to Go to  
for Quotes? 

“Target Appetite”

Which Carriers to Recommend? 
“Best Value”

Which Carrier to Partner With? 
“Value Differentiation”
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

Does your customer’s current property  
coverage provide customizable options to 
meet their needs?

The Hanover’s Customizable* Property Broadening Endorsement provides:

• Over 70 separate coverages, including: Foundation & Pipes, E-Commerce, 
Business Income and Extra Expense from Dependent Properties, Property in 
Transit, and more

• Blanket of Limits automatically includes nine important coverages, including:  
Accounts Receivable, Valuable Papers and Records , Electronic Data Processing  
Equipment, Research and Development Documentation (the beer recipe), 
Personal Effects, Outdoor Property, and more

We offer Risk Solutions service visits to assess property & theft risks, process 
flow, and offer recommendations for improvement/prevention.

LIMITS:  Four flexible limits: Bronze = $25,000, Silver = $250,000,  
Gold = $500,000 and Platinum = $1million 

If your customer lost an important portion of 
their supply or materials due to contaminated 
raw materials or final products, are they 
covered for this huge exposure, or is the 
financial security of your customer’s business 
at risk?

The Hanover’s Proprietary Brewers and Vintners Spoilage and Contamination 
Coverage provides for:

• Custom coverages, including: contamination by a refrigerant, power outage, 
mechanical breakdown, contaminant introduced during storage, processing, 
or manufacturing 

A Risk Solutions Partnership with Hartford Steam Boiler (leader in equipment 
breakdown) offers infrared testing, inspections, and assistance sourcing replace-
ments for damaged equipment for Equipment Breakdown Policyholders.

We provide Risk Service service visits to assess and make recommendations 
for improvement on disaster preparedness/business continuity, proper storage 
techniques.

LIMITS:  Flexible limits up to $500,000.

Is your customer’s business protected against 
the loss or damage of raw ingredients or 
finished product occurring during transport?

The Hanover provides two methods of coverage for raw ingredients and finished 
products during transit:

• Transit Broadening Endorsement-protects against the loss or damage of raw 
ingredients or finished products occurring during transport

• Inland Marine (for larger limit requests)

We provide Risk Solutions service visits to assess theft risks and offer  
recommendations for improvement/prevention.

We also provide a Risk Solutions Alliance Partnership with LoJack for vehicle 
theft prevention/GPS.

LIMITS:  Select = $25,000; Choice = $50,000.

* The Hanover uses an industry-specific form. Most competitors use an ISO form.

Craft Brewers
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Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

If your customer has a tasting room or brew 
pub, do they have adequate coverage for 
their essential liquor liability exposures?

The Hanover offers Liquor Liability Coverage or Host Liquor coverage (state-
specific).

Umbrella limits are available in addition to the Primary (state-specific).

Hanover Risk Solutions can recommend a program to help train staff in alcohol 
awareness & TIPS training.

LIMITS:  Primary limits of $1 Million/$2 Million.

Despite the best quality control procedures, 
personal hygiene, and raw materials, products 
sometimes have to be recalled, involving a 
complex, expensive process.

Does your customer’s insurance company 
help them with the cost to address their 
reputational risk and lost revenue due to a 
product recall?

The Hanover General Liability Special Broadening Endorsement offers Product 
Recall Expense Coverage for expenses incurred by Insured or others for loss of 
use, withdrawal, recall, inspections, repair, replacement, adjustment, removal,  
or disposal of product.

We also provide Risk Solutions service visits to assess and make recommendations  
on quality control plans, including batch testing, recordkeeping and the likelihood 
of being recalled. The Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points Program is a food 
safety system to identify points in production or processing where a food-borne 
illness could take root. By measuring and controlling these points, the potential 
for illness is reduced.

LIMITS:  $25,000/$50,000 Product Recall Expense (higher limits available on 
specialty form).
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We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1150 Agent Information Sheet

114-1255 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1256 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine (Transit Coverage)

• Ocean Cargo

• Employment Practices Liability

• Fidelity & Crime

Contact Information
• Jim Lassen 

Phone: 508-855-2958 
Email: jlassen@hanover.com

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Marketing Tools for Your Agents

Hanover Craft Brewers Advantage 

Specialized protection for the  

Craft Brewing industry

The Craft Brewing Industry is quite different from other commercial organizations. Your unique 

exposures require very special insurance needs. Not every carrier can meet those needs, much less 

customize them for a perfect fit. It takes years of experience to know exactly what’s needed, because 

overlooking even a small risk can quickly destroy years of hard work. The Hanover understands this. 

That’s why we’ve developed our specialized Craft Brewers Advantage program, offering top-rated 

coverage at very competitive rates.

Devoted to complete coverage

The Hanover team, which includes your local agent, 

is expert at designing insurance coverage especially 

for the Craft Brewing Industry. Our underwriting,  

claims, and Risk Solutions professionals have 

many years of experience in providing service for 

your industry. In making sure your coverages are 

complete, cost-effective, and convenient, we’ve 

left nothing to chance. Beyond the core policy of 

our Craft Brewers Advantage program, we offer 

expanded options aimed at covering just about 

everything, including Equipment Breakdown, 

Liquor Liability, Spoilage and Contamination and 

more. We can expertly tailor your policy to meet 

your exact needs, and even offer convenient 

automated premium payments.

Superior claims professionals

Our highly experienced and dedicated claims 

professionals, including field adjusters, appraisers,  

nurses, administrative personnel, and special 

investigators, are second to none. These  

high-caliber people are dedicated to resolving 

claims quickly, accurately, and fairly.

Learning to prevent losses  

saves money

The mark of an exceptional insurance company is 

its ability to help clients prevent a loss in the first 

place. Because today’s Craft Brewers face ever-

increasing risks, The Hanover offers comprehensive 

Risk Solutions programs and services designed to 

help you learn how to minimize your risks, which 

can have a positive effect on your premiums.

Comprehensive products deliver 

peace of mind

The Hanover provides a complete suite of insurance 

products to protect your property, autos, and 

employees. Our broad range of industry-specific 

coverages includes:

continued

Hanover Craft Brewers Advantage

Coverage Scenarios
Craft brewers like yours are quite different from other businesses, and therefore face many different 

and unique kinds of exposures to loss. The Hanover, in partnership with your insurance agent, has 

developed highly specific coverages aimed at minimizing your losses from areas you may never have 

considered at risk. These coverages are available at very competitive rates. Your Hanover Agent can 

review these coverages in detail.

Risk Review Checklist
Base Property Broadening Endorsements 
Our selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements — Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum — allow you 
to choose the level of coverage that best aligns with your business needs. The endorsements consist of 
over 65 coverages and enhancements with amendable limits, including:

RISK EXPOSURE KEY QUESTIONS THE HANOVER SOLUTION

Business Income and 
Extra Expense from 
Dependent Properties

What would happen if one of your key 
suppliers’ facilities was damaged and 
they were unable to make deliveries for 
an extended period of time? Would you 
be able to honor your contracts? Would 
your income suffer?

The Hanover offers coverage for the loss of Business 
Income and Extra Expense that results when a supplier 
located within the policy territory fails to deliver raw 
materials or products because of damage to their facility 
by a covered cause of loss.

Broadened Definition 
of Property

Do you store your raw materials and other 
equipment in outside silos, outbuildings 
or sheds? What if the buildings suffered 
storm damage, ruining supplies and 
damaging equipment?

Hanover’s Broadened Definition of Property Coverage 
extends the Building definition to cover all property and 
structures within 1000 feet (Bronze Property Broadening 
Endorsement) or 2000 feet (Silver, Gold, and Platinum 
Property Broadening Endorsements). This applies to 
sheds, silos and garages on premises.

E-Commerce If you do business over the Web your 
network is susceptible to electronic 
vandalism by hackers. Are you covered 
for damage to your equipment or a 
disruption to your online services?

Hanover’s E-Commerce Coverage provides protection 
for electronic vandalism, including direct damage to 
computer equipment as well as Interruption of Computer 
Operations including Denial of Service regardless of whether 
you maintain your own site or use an ISP to provide service. 
The Hanover offers flexible limits starting at $2,500.

Foundation and Pipes Moving water to the Mashtun and  
Lautertun, yeast to the fermentation tank, 
and the final product to the bottling/
kegging operations leaves your business 
vulnerable if the maze of pipes serving 
these areas were out of commission for 
any reason. Are these essential repairs 
currently covered?

The Hanover offers enhanced coverage included  
within the definition of Business Personal Property for 
foundations and piping systems throughout your facility.

continued

continued

Hanover Craft Brewers Advantage 

Fermenting Value with BrewersThe Hanover provides craft brewers that brew, package, and deliver many varieties of brewed and 

malt products with comprehensive insurance solutions, including standard lines as well as specialized  

coverages. Hanover Craft Brewers Advantage is designed to meet the needs of a wide range of 

packaging craft brewers who are committed to job safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, 

and understand the benefits of a long-term relationship in controlling loss costs. Our targets include:
• Regional Craft Breweries
• Contract Breweries
• Micro Breweries
• Regional Breweries
• Selected Brew Pubs

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer craft brewers a complete suite of products that protect their property, autos, employees, and customers. Our broad range of industry-specific coverages can be tailored to meet the unique needs of  your clients.

Product Offerings:
• Commercial Package Policy (CPP)
• Commercial Property
• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile

• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation (limited appetite)
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements:• Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements (add or enhance over  65 coverages)

• Suite of General Liability broadening coverages (add or enhance over 20 coverages)• Equipment Breakdown
• Liquor Liability 
• Products Liability
• Spoilage and Contamination
In addition, we offer specialized products that offer craft brewers enhanced protection:• Inland Marine (Transit Coverage)

• Beer & Alcohol Tax Bond
• Ocean Cargo
• Miscellaneous Professional Liability
• Employment Practices Liability 
• Fidelity & Crime
Note: we are not a market for the Mega Breweries
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

Is the Insured’s institution housed in a historic 
building?

In the event of a loss, would they be able  
to afford to replace the materials and  
workmanship of the original building?

The Hanover’s Unique Historical Building Valuation Clause:

• Enhances Replacement Cost valuation

• Provides for restoration using like kind and quality, covering workmanship, 
materials, architectural features

• Provides you with a trusted valuation partner

– Loss Control Alliance Partnership with American Appraisal

Does your customer’s current coverage  
provide for the unique exposures and allow 
for the customizable options to meet the 
needs of a Cultural Institution like theirs?

The Hanover’s Proprietary Cultural Institutions Property Broadening Endorsement 
includes:

• A selection of tiered base property broadening endorsements — Bronze, Silver, 
Gold, and Platinum — that allow you to choose the level of basic coverage that 
best aligns with your clients’ account size and business needs. 

Customized Loss Control consultations including: fire prevention in display buildings 
& art restoration areas; slip and fall prevention; food safety in cafeterias.

LIMITS:  Up to $1 Million 

Does the institution host events and programs 
for children?

What would happen if the organization were 
legally obligated to pay damages arising 
out of an actual or alleged sexual abuse or 
molestation?

Does your customer know that this is  
excluded on many liability policies?

Sexual Abuse and Molestation Coverage is a standard offering of Cultural  
Institutions Program for all Insureds with superior risk management controls.

Customized Loss Control training including: abuse & molestation, professional 
boundaries, employee screening.

Loss Control Alliance Partnership with Intellicorp for discounted background 
checks (special non-profit pricing).

The Hanover’s Emergency Event Management coverage responds to covered 
emergencies such as actual or attempted violent acts, contamination from  
bacterial microorganisms, specified felonies.

LIMITS:  Sexual Abuse primary limits of $1 Million/$1 Million.

Emergency Event Management: three flexible limits for Emergency 
Event Communication Expense, Emergency Event BI (EE), and Post-
Emergency Event Expense.

Is the organization protected from theft, 
damage, or loss of owned or leased fine  
arts pieces?

The Hanover’s Fine Arts Coverage provides nail-to-nail, buy back, legal liability, 
and transit & exhibition.

Loss Control security assessment and recommendations relating to transportation, 
packing, and unpacking.

Loss Control Alliance Partnership with LoJack for Cargo Tracking, including 
covert cargo GPS.

Cultural Institutions
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Hanover Cultural Institutions Advantage

Specialized Protection for  

Arts & Cultural Institutions

Institutions like yours face risks that are quite different from commercial organizations. Your unique 

exposures require very special insurance needs. Not every carrier can meet those needs, much 

less customize them for a perfect fit. It takes years of experience to know what’s needed, because 

overlooking even a small risk can quickly destroy years of hard work. The Hanover understands this. 

That’s why we’ve developed our specialized Cultural Institutions Advantage program, offering  

top-rated coverage at very competitive rates.

Devoted to complete coverage

The Hanover team, which includes your local 

agent, is expert at designing insurance  

coverage especially for Cultural Institutions. 

Beyond the core policy, our underwriting, claims, 

and risk management professionals have many 

years of experience in providing service for your 

industry. In making sure your coverages are  

complete, cost-effective, and convenient, we’ve 

left nothing to chance. Our program offers 

expanded coverage options, including Property, 

Curator’s Errors & Omissions, Employment 

Practices, Sexual Misconduct and Sexual 

Molestation, and more. We can expertly tailor 

your policy to meet your exact needs, and even 

offer convenient automated premium payments.

Superior claims professionals

The Hanover is dedicated to providing expert 

claims services to the demanding and often  

complex, industry-specific challenges faced  

by Cultural Institutions. Whether your focus  

is historic buildings, fine arts collections or  

interactive exhibits, the goal of our experienced 

claims is to provide the service and value you 

need to help control costs and keep your  

organization up and running.

Learning to prevent losses  

saves money

The mark of an exceptional insurance company  

is its ability to help clients prevent a loss in the  

first place. Because today’s Cultural Institutions 

face ever-increasing risks, The Hanover offers  

comprehensive Risk Solutions programs and  

services designed to help you learn how to  

minimize your risks, which can have a positive 

effect on your premiums.

continued

Hanover Cultural Institutions Advantage

Coverage Scenarios
Cultural Institutions like yours are quite different from other organizations, and therefore face many 

different and unique kinds of exposures to loss. The Hanover, in partnership with your insurance 

agent, has developed highly specific coverages aimed at minimizing your losses from areas you  

may never have considered at risk. These coverages are available at very competitive rates.  

Your Hanover Agent can help you review these coverages in detail.

Risk Review Checklist
Base Property Broadening Endorsements 
Our selection of tiered Base Property Broadening Endorsements — Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum —  
allow you to choose the level of coverage that best aligns with your business needs. The endorsements  
consist of over 65 coverages and enhancements with amendable limits, including:

RISK EXPOSURE KEY QUESTIONS THE HANOVER SOLUTION

Broadened Business 
Personal Property

A display of rare manuscripts, both yours and 
those loaned to you by patrons of the library, is 
damaged. Will the patrons who trusted you with 
their property be covered?

Hanover’s Property Broadening Endorsement provides 
not only coverage for your institution, but also for the 
manuscripts loaned by your patrons. 

E-Commerce Are you covered for damage to your computer 
equipment stemming from computer hacking 
or computer virus? What would happen to your 
income if someone hacked into your computer and 
introduced a virus resulting in limited access to 
your website?

Hanover’s Property Broadening Endorsements include 
two important coverages that provide protection for:

• Direct physical loss or damage to computer equipment 
at your facility caused by electronic vandalism

• Extension of your business interruption insurance to 
cover loss of income and necessary extra expense  
from the suspension of operations caused by an  
interruption in computer operations at your facility  
due to electronic vandalism with a combined limit  
of $2,500, $5,000, $10,000 or $25,000.

Employee Theft You discover a recurring “error” in your financial 
statement that turns out to be an employee  
skimming off the donations made by corporate 
donors. Is a criminal act covered by your present 
carrier?

Employee Theft is a valuable coverage that can protect 
the museum and library from a dishonest employee.  
Hanover’s protection covers one, or a series of events as 
one occurrence, with limits available up to $150,000.

Ordinance or Law What would happen if your building had a loss, 
and it needed to be re-configured to comply with 
a local ordinance or law? Did you know standard 
property policies do not automatically include this 
coverage?

Hanover’s Property Broadening Endorsements provide 
coverage for ordinances, regulations or law pertaining to:

• Loss to the undamaged portion of the building

• Demolition costs to the damaged portion of the  
building

• Increases in the cost of construction

The second two limits are blanketed in one overall 
limit — $100,000, $300,000 or $500,000.

continued

continued

Hanover Cultural Institutions Advantage

Showcasing value with  Cultural InstitutionsHanover provides many different types of cultural institutions with comprehensive insurance  

solutions, including standard lines as well as specialized coverages. Hanover Cultural Institutions 

Advantage is designed to meet the needs of a wide range of cultural entities that are committed  

to public and job safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of  

a long-term relationship in controlling loss costs. 
Our targets include:
• Museums 

 – History 

 – Art 

 – Children’s 

 –  Science &  
Technology 

 – Maritime

• Libraries

 – Public 

 – Private 

 – Law 

• Historical 

 – Sites

 – Buildings

• Botanical Gardens
 – Arboreta

 – Nature Centers

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer cultural institutions a broad range of industry-specific coverages. These coverages can be tailored to meet the unique needs of your clients.• Commercial Package Policy (CPP)

• Commercial Property
• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Crime
• Commercial Umbrella
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements:• Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements (adds or enhances over  65 coverages)

• Cultural Institutions Property Broadening Endorsement (adds or enhances 9 coverages)• Suite of General Liability broadening coverages (add or enhance over 20 coverages)

 – Military 

 – Sports 

 – Photography 
 – Transportation 

 – Corporate 
 – Research 

 – Societies

Is the institution’s curator protected  
from professional exposures as a result  
of establishing authenticity or appraising  
a collection?

The Hanover’s Curators Errors & Omissions protection offers coverage at varying 
limits.

• Available through dedicated Small Commercial Underwriters as standard part 
of Cultural Institutions package/offering

LIMITS:  Up to $1 Million.

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1152 Agent Information Sheet

114-1258 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1259 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine (Collections Coverage/Transit)

• Ocean Cargo (Worldwide Transit)

• Miscellaneous Professional Liability (Curators E&O) 

• Management Liability (Private Company and 
Nonprofit)

• Employment Practices Liability

Contact Information
• Debra Zborowski  

Phone: 508-855-2071 
Email: dzborowski@hanover.com 

• Susan Thomson  
Phone: 973-997-9253 
Email: sthomson@hanover.com 

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

How would it affect your customer’s business 
if they lost a large portion of their raw  
materials or finished product due to spoilage 
or contamination?

The Hanover’s Food Spoilage Contamination Endorsement provides coverage 
for spoilage or contamination to stock due to a covered cause of loss.

We also provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations 
for improvement on disaster preparedness/business continuity, and proper  
storage of food products and ingredients.

LIMITS: $250,000 (higher limits available).

How would your customer’s income be 
affected if a key supplier were unable to 
deliver, and their business was disrupted for 
an extended period of time?

The Dependent Properties — Business Income and Extra Expense Form covers 
loss of Business Income and Extra Expense resulting when a supplier located 
within the policy territory fails to deliver raw materials or products because of 
damage to their facility by a covered cause of loss.

The Hanover provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommen-
dations for improvement on business continuity planning, identifying pressure 
points where you may need multiple vendors to supply specific products.

LIMITS: Select = $50,000; Choice = $100,000.

When your customer gears up for a busy 
period, does their insurance protection 
keep pace for a peak season or high-volume 
holidays?

The Property Broadening Endorsement offers coverage for a seasonal increase. It 
automatically increases Business Personal Property limit by 25% during busy season.

The Hanover also provides Loss Control service visits to assess exposure to seasonal 
fluctuations and provide potential inventory controls to help prevent losses.

Food businesses depend on the flawless  
operation of their equipment. If any piece 
fails, the business is exposed to downtime  
and loss of earnings. What does your 
customer’s insurance company do to help 
when their equipment stops running due to 
mechanical failure?

The Hanover’s Equipment Breakdown Coverage covers accidental damage to 
high-valued mechanical and electrical equipment.

A Loss Control Partnership with Hartford Steam Boiler (leader in equipment 
breakdown) offers infrared testing, inspections and assistance sourcing  
replacements for damaged equipment for B&M policyholders.

We also provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations 
for improving disaster preparedness/business continuity plans and EPM Programs.

LIMITS: $500,000 (higher and lower limits available up to $25 Million 
in-house authority).

Food Industries
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Hanover Food Manufacturers Advantage 

Coverage Scenarios

Food Manufacturers like yours are quite different from other businesses, and therefore face many  

different and unique kinds of exposures to loss. The Hanover, in partnership with your insurance 

agent, has developed highly specific coverages aimed at minimizing your losses from areas you  

may never have considered at risk. These coverages are available at very competitive rates.  

Your Hanover Agent can review these coverages in detail.

Commercial Property 

The Hanover offers a variety of Property coverages and endorsements that can be tailored to meet  

your unique needs, including:

RISK EXPOSURE
KEY QUESTIONS

THE HANOVER’S SOLUTION

Spoilage/Contamination If your product either spoils or becomes 

contaminated and you are unable to sell 

it, you could suffer a significant amount 

of monetary damage to your company, 

both due to loss of stock and loss of 

income. Are you covered for this type 

of loss?

Hanover’s Food Spoilage Contamination Endorsement 

provides coverage for spoilage or contamination to your 

stock due to a covered cause of loss at a $25,000 limit.

Equipment Breakdown A food manufacturer depends on the 

flawless operation of its equipment. If 

any piece fails, the business is exposed 

to down time and loss of earnings. What 

does your insurance company do to 

help you when your equipment stops 

running due to mechanical failure?

The Hanover, providing value-added service to help 

keep you up and running, partners with Hartford Steam 

Boiler to keep our Insured’s equipment operating 

smoothly and efficiently.

Extended Business 

Income

After post loss repairs are complete, 

much time often elapses before income 

is restored to its pre-loss level. How 

does your insurance company address 

this exposure? 

Select Base Property Broadening Endorsements  

include Extended Business Income which covers loss  

of business income during the period between repairs 

and the return of income to pre-loss levels.

continued

Hanover Food Manufactures Advantage

Specialized Protection for  
Food Manufacturers
Businesses like yours face risks that are quite different from other businesses. Your unique exposures 

require very special insurance needs. Not every carrier can meet those needs, much less customize  

them for a perfect fit. It takes years of experience to know what’s needed, because overlooking 

even a small risk can quickly destroy years of hard work. The Hanover understands this. That’s why 

we’ve developed our specialized Food Manufactures Advantage program, offering top-rated coverage 

at very competitive rates.

Devoted to complete coverage
The Hanover team, which includes your local 
agent, is expert at designing insurance coverage  
especially for Food Manufactures. Beyond the core 
policy, our underwriting, claims, and risk solutions  
professionals have many years of experience in 
providing service for your industry. In making  
sure your coverages are complete, cost-effective, 
and convenient, we’ve left nothing to chance.  
Our Food Manufacturers Advantage program 
offers expanded coverage options, including 
Property, Spoilage and Contamination, Equipment 
Breakdown, Products Recall/Withdrawal, and 
more. We can expertly tailor your policy to meet 
your exact needs, and even offer convenient 
automated premium payments.

 

Superior claims professionals
The Hanover is dedicated to providing expert 
claims services to the demanding and often 
complex, industry specific challenges faced by 
Food Manufacturers. The goal of our experienced 
claims is to provide the service and value you need 
to help control costs and keep your organization 
up and running.

Learning to prevent losses  
saves money
The mark of an exceptional insurance company  
is its ability to help clients prevent a loss in the 
first place. Because today’s Food Manufacturers 
face ever-increasing risks, The Hanover offers 
comprehensive Risk Solutions services designed to 
help you learn how to minimize your risks, which 
can have a positive effect on your premiums. 

continued

continued

Hanover Food Manufacturers Advantage
Cooking up Value With  Food ManufacturersThe Hanover provides food manufacturers with comprehensive insurance solutions, including  

standard lines as well as specialized coverages. Hanover Food Manufacturers Advantage is  

designed to meet the needs of a wide range of food manufactures that are committed to job  

safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of a long-term  

relationship in controlling loss costs. 

Our targets include:
• Bakeries

• Candy Manufacturers
• Canned, Frozen and Dried Foods
• Cereal Manufacturers
• Coffee and Tea Processing
• Cookie, Chip and Cracker Manufacturers• Dairy Products

• Flavorings and Syrups
• Sauce and Dressing Manufacturers
• Seasoning and Spice Manufacturers

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer food manufacturers a complete suite of products that protect their property, autos, and employees. Our broad range of industry-specific coverages can be tailored to meet the unique needs of your clients.Product Offerings:

• Commercial Package Policy
• Commercial Property 
• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation

Your customer gets the call that a product of 
theirs is tainted in the marketplace. Can their 
business handle the expense of a complex, 
expensive recall process? 

The General Liability Special Broadening Endorsement offers Product Recall Expense 
coverage for expenses incurred by Insured or others for loss of use, withdrawal, 
recall, inspections, repair, replacement, adjustment, removal, or disposal of product.

The Hanover also provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make  
recommendations on quality control plans, including batch testing and record 
keeping and recallability. Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points Program is a 
food safety system to identify points in production or processing where a food-
borne illness could take root. By measuring and controlling these points the 
potential for illness is reduced.

LIMITS: $25/50 Product Recall Expense (higher limits available on specialty form).

Are employees working at your customer’s 
foreign facilities or traveling overseas 
protected as adequately as those working 
locally?

The Hanover’s International Coverage provides broadened geographic coverage 
on domestic policy or the ability to use foreign insurance companies through our 
partner, Globex, to handle foreign exposures and provide one-stop shopping 
for global insurance needs.

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1155 Agent Information Sheet

114-1363 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1362 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Employment Practices Liability

• Private Company Management Liability 

• Fidelity & Crime

• Marine (Transit)

Contact Information
• John Cox  

Phone: 508-579-4917 
Email: jcox@hanover.com 

• Rob Mauerman 
Phone: 508-855-2906 
Email: rmauerman@hanover.com 

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

What would happen if one of your clients or  
patients were injured as a result of performing, 
or failing to perform, your professional health-
care services?  Did you know that standard 
general liability policies would not cover these 
bodily injury claims?

Hanover’s healthcare professional liability coverage provides protection to a 
wide array of healthcare organizations including: 

• Home Healthcare

• Pharmacies

• Durable Medical Equipment

• Miscellaneous Medical Facilities such as clinics and labs

What would happen if your customer hired  
or subcontracted work to other medical  
professionals or non-medical businesses for 
their clients and something went wrong?

The Hanover has created two different optional endorsements that automatically 
provide additional insured status to your independent contractors or subcon-
tractors. The additional insured endorsement for medical independent contractors 
covers many healthcare professionals such as nurses, physical therapists,  
radiology techs, and home health aides, as well as non-medical contractors. 

How would your customer’s insurance respond 
if one of their employees physically or sexually 
abused a client?

The Hanover Physical or Sexual Abuse optional coverage amends the general 
liability policy to cover you for liability arising from a physical abuse, sexual  
misconduct, or sexual molestation incident against one or more individuals.

Would your client be prepared if one of their 
employees was sued as a result of an allegation 
of physical or sexual abuse?

This optional endorsement provides limited reimbursement of defense expenses 
for an innocent party who is alleged to have participated in, knowingly allowed 
or directed any physical abuse, sexual misconduct, or sexual molestation incident.

Hanover will reimburse the insured for defense expenses he or she incurred  
only if there is a final adjudication in the suit in favor of the insured in regards  
to the claim.

How would your customer’s policy respond 
if they were investigated by a state licensing 
board, Medicare or Medicaid, or cited for a 
HIPAA violation? 

The Hanover has created an Administrative Defense Endorsement that provides 
reimbursement for reasonable legal services charged by an attorney and other 
expenses that may be incurred in the investigation and defense of a defined  
action brought against your business.

What would happen if one of your customer’s 
employees stole money or expensive property 
from one of their clients?

The Hanover’s Client Property Endorsement provides coverage for loss of or 
damage to money, securities, and other property sustained by your client resulting 
directly from theft by an identifiable employee of the insured, acting alone or in 
collusion with other persons.

LIMITS:  $25,000 included in this endorsement.

Home  
Healthcare

Medical  
Facility

Allied 
Health 
Centers

Durable 
Medical 
Equipment

Healthcare Advantage Program
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We offer a full range of marketing tools to help 
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products. 

Healthcare Capabilities 

126-0088 Agent Brochure

126-0205   Risk Management Resource Center  
Information Sheet

Home Medical Equipment

126-0031  Agent Information Sheet

126-0055 Customer Risk Review Checklist

126-0047 Customer Coverage Review Guide

126-0044 Customer Information Sheet

126-0042 Great Reasons Why Customer Flyer

118-1030 Medicare Surety Bonds Information Sheet

119-0433 Fidelity & Crime Agent Fact Sheet

Healthcare Facilities

126-0069 Agent Information Sheet

126-0074 Customer Risk Review Checklist

126-0073 Customer Coverage Review Guide

126-0071 Great Reasons Why Customer Flyer

119-0433 Fidelity & Crime Agent Fact Sheet

118-1030 Medicare Surety Bonds Information Sheet

Home Healthcare

126-0033 Agent Information Sheet

126-0046 Customer Information Sheet

126-0056 Customer Risk Review Checklist

126-0049 Customer Coverage Review Guide

126-0041 Great Reasons Why Customer Flyer

126-0144 Hospice Customer Information Sheet

119-0433 Fidelity & Crime Agent Fact Sheet

118-1030 Medicare Surety Bonds Information Sheet

Orthotics and Prosthetics 

126-0058 Agent Information Sheet

126-0057 Customer Risk Review Checklist

126-0063 Customer Coverage Review Guide

126-0066 Customer Information Sheet

126-0064 Great Reasons Why Customer Flyer

119-0433 Fidelity & Crime Agent Fact Sheet

118-1030 Medicare Surety Bonds Information Sheet

Pharmacies 

126-1041 Customer Information Sheet

119-0433 Fidelity & Crime Agent Fact Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine

• Crime

• Umbrella

Contact Information
• Eric Paynter 

Phone: 804-673-5568  
Email: epaynter@hanover.com 

Marketing Tools for Your Agents

continued

AGENT MATERIAL

Hanover Home Healthcare Advantage

The demand for home healthcare continues to increase, driven by an aging population and the growing 

demand for more community-based care, lower costs, and reimbursement reform. To meet the needs  

of this exploding homecare market, The Hanover provides comprehensive insurance solutions, 

including core coverages as well as highly specialized ones. Hanover Home Healthcare Advantage is 

designed to meet the needs of an assortment of home healthcare agencies that are committed to 

safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of a long-term relationship 

in controlling loss costs. Our primary targets include an assortment of in-home healthcare agencies 

with less than $5 million in annual revenue.

Preferred Classes 

• Home Healthcare Agencies which employ home 

health aides to provide sitter & companion Care 

Services 

– Sitter & Companion Care Services 

– None to Limited Medical or Skilled Nursing 

Treatment

– None to Limited Patient Transportation

Limited Classes

• Home Healthcare Agencies which employ home 

health aides, licensed and registered nurses, and 

respiratory therapists to provide:

– Limited Medical or Skilled Nursing Treatment

– Medication Disbursement & Administration

– Limited Patient Transportation  

(e.g., Doctor’s Appointments)

• Hospice Agencies

continued

AGENT MATERIAL

Hanover Healthcare Facilities Advantage 

Because of the highly complex and ever changing landscape of the healthcare industry, you  

need a carrier that understands the unique risks faced by healthcare facilities. The Hanover  

provides a wide variety of healthcare facilities with comprehensive insurance solutions,  

including standard lines as well as highly specialized coverages. Hanover Healthcare Facilities 

Advantage is designed to meet the needs of facilities that are committed to safety, willing  

to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of a long-term relationship in  

controlling loss costs. 

Target Classes

• Allied Medical Training Schools

• Ambulatory Surgery Centers

• Behavioral Health and Counseling (outpatient 

and inpatient)

• Clinics

• Community Health Centers

• Dialysis Centers

• Eye Banks

• Health Departments

• Hospice (home health and inpatient facilities)

• Hyperbaric 

• Imaging Centers

• Laboratories providing medical testing

• Lithotripsy Centers

• Oncology Treatment Centers

• Rehabilitation services (outpatient and inpatient)

• Sleep Labs

• Student Health Centers

Product Portfolio

Through The Hanover, agents can offer 

Healthcare Facilities a complete suite of products 

that protect their property, autos, employees, 

and patients. Our broad range of industry- 

specific coverages can be tailored to meet the 

unique needs of healthcare facilities.

• Professional Liability (available on either 

Occurrence or Claims Made coverage forms)

continued

Hanover Home Medical Equipment Advantage

We’re best equipped for  
comprehensive coverage
Ever-increasing demand for sophisticated medical equipment and related services creates unique 

risks associated with customer recommendations, installation, service, and repair. The Hanover, an 

experienced leader in this market, offers medical equipment providers comprehensive insurance 

solutions of all types, including core coverages as well as highly specialized ones. Hanover Home 

Medical Equipment Advantage is designed to meet the needs of a large assortment of medical  

equipment providers that are committed to safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and 

understand the benefits of a long-term relationship in controlling loss costs. Our targets include a 

large assortment of medical equipment providers, with current focus on accounts with less than  

$15 million in annual revenues.

Preferred Classes
Distribution, sale, rental, service, maintenance, 
repair, installation and testing of durable and  
disposable medical equipment and supplies, 
including the following:

• Orthotic & Prosthetic Products 

• Respiratory Therapy Products

• Diagnostic Medical Equipment 

• Life Support Equipment

• Retail and Closed Pharmacies

• Medical Gas Equipment and Supplies, including 
Testing and Certification

• Disposable Medical Products

• Home Infusion Products

• Surgical/Medical Lasers 

• Installation of Wheelchair Lifts in Vehicles  
(for Empty Chairs only)

• Used or Refurbished Durable Medical Equipment

Limited Classes
• Manufacturing, importing and re-labeling  

of medical equipment and supplies

• Sales, Installation and Service of Handicap Elevators, 
Lifts, and Stair Glides

• Sales, Installation and Service of Handicap Vehicle 
Lifts/Ramps (Persons in Chair)

• Handicap Vehicle Modifications for Driving Purposes

AGENT MATERIAL

Hanover Healthcare Advantage

Our combined solution  is your unique advantage

12

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

As a media business, does your customer’s 
insurance protection adequately address  
the wide variety of exposures unique to  
their industry?

Miscellaneous Professional Liability Advantage offers competitive Media Liability 
coverage and can be enhanced to address particular media-related issues:  
Personal and Advertising Injury, Intellectual Property, and Website exposures.

Claims Made and Reported MPL form.

LIMITS: $5 Million

Is your customer’s business protected if the 
collapse of their broadcast tower damages 
an adjacent building or other property?

The Hanover’s Communication Property Extension Endorsement offers coverage 
to building or personal property due to damage caused by collapse of a tower.

It also provides coverage for broadcasting recordings and theatrical property.

We provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations  
for improving exposure to loss.

Is damage to the broadcasting towers utilized 
in your customer’s operations covered?

The Hanover provides coverage for towers damaged by a covered cause of loss.

Coverage is provided on a package policy with lower limits or via Inland Marine 
Department for significant exposures.

We provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations  
for improving exposure to loss.

What does your customer’s insurance company  
do to help them when their equipment stops 
running due to mechanical failure?

The Hanover’s Equipment Breakdown Coverage covers accidental damage to 
high-valued mechanical and electrical equipment.

A Loss Control Partnership with Hartford Steam Boiler (leader in equipment 
breakdown) offers infrared testing, inspections, and assistance sourcing  
replacements for damaged equipment for Equipment Breakdown policyholders.

The Hanover also provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make  
recommendations for improving disaster preparedness/business continuity 
plans and EPM Programs.

LIMITS: $500,000 (higher and lower limits available up to $25 Million in-house 
authority).

Is your customer covered if one of their  
employees steals cash or other high value items 
like cameras and electronic equipment that 
have significant value on the open market?

The Hanover’s Employee Theft Coverage is included in the General Property 
Broadening Endorsement.

Protects from dishonest employees for one or a series of events as one occurrence.

We also provide Loss Control service visits to assess theft risks and offer  
recommendations for mitigating theft losses.

LIMITS: Varies from $10,000 to $150,000 depending on endorsement chosen 

Media
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If an attendee were injured as a result of the 
Insured’s media operation serving them an 
alcoholic beverage at an event, would the 
Insured be protected?

Liquor Liability covers the restaurant’s legal liability as the result of an injury 
caused by the selling, serving, or furnishing of alcoholic beverages.

There is also an optional form that modifies Liquor Liability General Aggregate 
to apply separately to each location on policy.

Loss Control can recommend a program to help train staff in alcohol awareness 
& TIPS training.

LIMITS: Separate Liquor Liability limit of $1 Million/$2 Million.

Does your customer’s media business host 
special events to take advantage of  
promotional or fundraising opportunities?

The Hanover’s Special Event Coverage offers protection for damage incurred  
as the result of a covered cause of loss at special events for promotional or 
fundraising opportunities

Loss Control can review risk transfer procedures and offer improvements to better 
mitigate loss.

Hanover Media Advantage

Specialized protection  

for Media businesses

Media businesses like yours are quite different from other commercial organizations, and therefore 

have very special insurance needs. Finding and then customizing the right coverage isn’t easy.  

It takes years of experience to know exactly what is needed, because overlooking even a small risk  

can quickly destroy years of hard work. The Hanover knows this. That’s why we developed our 

unique Hanover Media Advantage program, offering top-rated coverage at very competitive rates.

Devoted to complete coverage

The Hanover team, which includes your local 

agent, is expert at designing insurance coverage 

for media businesses. Our underwriting, claims, 

and risk solutions professionals have many years 

of experience in providing service for  

businesses like yours. In designing our insurance 

program, we’ve left nothing to chance,  

including trying to make sure coverages are com-

plete, cost-effective, and convenient. Beyond 

the core policy in our Hanover Media Advantage 

program, we offer expanded options aimed 

at covering unique exposures, such as: Inland 

Marine, Broadcasters’ communication towers, 

antennas, satellite dishes and other equipment, 

Builders Risk, Installation Floaters, Equipment 

Floaters, Private Company Management Liability, 

Employment Practices Liability Insurance, 

Miscellaneous Professional Liability (for Media 

Liability Insurance) and more. We can tailor your 

policy to meet your needs. We can even offer 

convenient automated premium payments.

Superior claims professionals

We’ve staffed our Hanover Claim operation  

with highly experienced and dedicated claims 

professionals, including field adjusters,  

appraisers, nurses, administrative personnel,  

and special investigators. These high-caliber  

people are dedicated to resolving claims  

quickly, accurately, and fairly.

Learning to prevent losses  

saves money

The mark of an exceptional insurance company  

is its ability to help clients prevent a loss in the 

first place. Because today’s media businesses 

face ever-increasing risks, The Hanover offers 

comprehensive Risk Solutions programs and  

services to help you minimize your risks and  

have a positive effect on your premiums.

continued

Hanover Media Advantage

Coverage Scenarios
Media businesses like yours are quite different from other organizations, and therefore face  

many different and unique kinds of exposures to loss. The Hanover, in partnership with your  

insurance agent, has developed highly specific coverages aimed at minimizing your losses  

from areas you may never have considered at risk. These coverages are available at very  

competitive rates. Your Hanover Agent can help you review these coverages in detail.

Risk Review Checklist
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements include:

RISK EXPOSURE KEY QUESTIONS THE HANOVER SOLUTION

Damage from Towers Does your company have broadcasting  
towers that are located close to your  
operations? Would you be covered if a  
falling tower damaged your building?

Hanover’s Communication Property Extension 
Endorsement offers coverage to your building  
or personal property due to damage caused  
by collapse of a tower. The extension also  
provides coverage for broadcasting recordings  
and theatrical property, all at no additional  
premium charge.

• Services provided by Risk Solutions can assist  
you in determining your exposure to loss and 
help to mitigate those exposures.

Damage to Towers Does your company utilize broadcasting  
towers in your operations?

Hanover provides coverage for your towers,  
subject to a covered cause of loss. The coverage 
can either be provided on your package policy 
with lower limits, or if you have significant values 
and exposures with your towers, our Marine  
department can assist you, subject to our  
underwriting standards, with their specialty  
expertise in this area.

continued

continued

Hanover Media Advantage

Showcasing value with  Media companies
The Hanover provides media companies of all types with comprehensive insurance solutions,  

including standard lines as well as specialized coverages. Hanover Media Advantage is designed  

to meet the needs of a wide range of media services and content providers (excluding large  

entertainment risks and all cable/satellite services providers). We specifically target companies  

who are committed to public as well as job safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and  

understand the benefits of a long-term relationship in controlling loss costs. Our targets include:
• Advertising Agencies — Regional and local agencies that plan, create and manage ad  campaigns

• Broadcasters — Radio, TV, and Cable Program Networks (with or without towers, antennas  and satellite dishes)
• Multimedia and Motion Picture Companies —  Small and regional production and distribution

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer  media companies like these a complete suite of products that protect their property, autos, employees, and clients. Our broad range of industry-specific coverages can be tailored  to meet the unique needs of your clients.• Commercial Package Policy (CPP)

• Commercial Property

• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements:• Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements (add or enhance over  65 coverages)

• Suite of General Liability broadening coverages (add or enhance over 20 coverages)• Communication Property Extension Endorsement• Coverage for Damage to Broadcasting Towers• Equipment Breakdown Coverage
• Employee Theft including ERISA Compliance Coverage

• Special Event Coverage
• Liquor Liability (state-specific)

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1159 Agent Information Sheet

114-1371 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1351 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine

– Broadcasters’ communication towers, antennas, 
satellite dishes, and other equipment

– Builders Risk, Installation Floaters, Equipment 
Floaters

• Private Company Management Liability

• Employment Practices Liability Insurance

• Miscellaneous Professional Liability (for Media 
Liability Insurance)

Contact Information
• Debra Zborowski  

Phone: 508-855-2071 
Email: dzborowski@hanover.com 

• Susan Thomson  
Phone: 973-997-9253 
Email: sthomson@hanover.com 

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

How much income would your customer lose 
if one of their essential pieces of machinery 
went down due to a mechanical failure?

The Hanover’s Equipment Breakdown Coverage provides for accidental damage 
to presses and other mechanical and electrical equipment.

A Loss Control Partnership with HSB (leader in EB) offers infrared testing, 
inspections, and assistance sourcing replacements for damaged equipment for 
B&M policyholders.

We provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations for 
improving disaster preparedness/business continuity plans and EPM Programs.

LIMITS: $500,000 (higher and lower limits available up to $25 Million in-house 
authority).

What would the damages be to your  
customer’s company if a defective part  
supplied to one of their customers resulted 
in machinery that could not be sold?

The Hanover’s Manufacturers Errors and Omissions Coverage provides for loss 
of use and repair and replacement of defective part on either an Occurrence or 
Claims-Made basis.

Most competitors offer only Claims-Made or Occurrence options, not both.

LIMITS: $1 Million.

Is your customer covered if they sell a part to 
a company outside of the U.S. and the metal 
used turns out to be defective? Or if one of 
their employees working abroad accidentally 
causes injury to a person or property?

The Hanover’s Global General Liability Endorsement broadens the policy territory 
to anywhere in the world, except for where we have trade or economic sanctions. 
This is in excess of any active foreign-placed policy and protects from liabilities 
arising out of products sold and incidental operations abroad.

The Hanover’s International Contingent Auto Endorsement covers, on an indemnity  
basis, potential auto liabilities of owned, hired, and non-owned autos anywhere 
outside of the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico, in excess of local insurance.

The International Human Resources with Assistance Endorsement provides  
valuable services to employees who become injured or ill while working abroad.

Hanover Loss Control can assist with Products Liability program and risk transfer 
techniques.

LIMITS: Included in blanket limit for additional fee. $40,000 auto physical  
damage, otherwise policy limit.

Your customer manufactures two parts 
which are assembled together. One set is 
damaged in a fire and the others can’t be 
used because their mates are damaged. Will 
your customer have to assume the loss of 
either or both of the parts?

Three coverages give full value for damaged stock:

• Consequential Loss To Stock covers cost of damaged and undamaged  
(not saleable) because of damage to other stock necessary to its function1

• Manufacturer’s Selling Price Coverage values finished stock as selling price vs. 
replacement cost1

• Deferred Payment covers Insured’s interest in property sold or leased but not 
paid for if damaged by a covered cause of loss2

LIMITS: 1 Included in blanket.
2 $25,000.

Metalworkers
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If your customer does business over the Web,  
their network is susceptible to electronic 
vandalism by hackers. Are they covered for 
damage to their equipment or a disruption 
to their online services?

Hanover e-Commerce Coverage covers damage to hardware, software and data, 
loss of business income due to hackers or malware, and public relations expense 
after a loss caused by hackers or malicious code.

We provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations for 
improving security procedures.

LIMITS: $100,000 Hardware, Software, and Data; $250,000 BI; $10,000 PR.

Does your customer have any special, high-
hazard exposures that are difficult to insure?

Hanover Specialty Insurance Brokers (HSIB) specializes in hard-to-place protection. 
They may be able to place a tough exposure with a top-rated company, while 
The Hanover writes rest of account.

Hanover Metalworkers Advantage

You can fabricate almost anything. 

Except loss recovery.
Your industry is rapidly changing, ushering in new challenges and opportunities. Increased foreign 

competition and rising material costs are counterbalanced by improved automation delivering greater 

efficiency and reduced costs, as well as process specialization leading to closer customer relationships. 

But these changes in your operations expose your business to new areas of potential loss. The Hanover 

has kept pace with these changes and designed new coverages to protect you from possible disaster. 

Our unique Hanover Metalworkers Advantage program offers superior protection for your bottom 

line at a price you can afford.

Devoted to complete coverage

The Hanover team, which includes your local 

agent, is expert at designing insurance coverage 

exclusively for metalworkers. Our underwriting, 

claims, and risk management professionals have 

years of experience in providing service to your 

industry. In the programs we design, we leave 

nothing to chance, ensuring that your coverages 

are complete, cost-effective, and convenient. 

Beyond Hanover Metalworkers Advantage core 

policy, we offer you expanded options aimed at 

covering every aspect of your operation, including  

Equipment Breakdown, Manufacturers’ Errors 

and Omissions, Product Withdrawal, Umbrella, 

Hanover Specialty Insurance Brokers (Site and 

Product Pollution Coverage), Transportation, 

Ocean Marine, Private Company Management 

Liability, Employment Practices Liability, and more. 

We can tailor your policy to fit your exact needs 

and even offer convenient automated premium 

payments.

Superior claims professionals

We’ve staffed our Hanover Claim Center with highly 

experienced and dedicated claims professionals,  

including field adjusters, appraisers, nurses, 

administrative personnel, and special investigators. 

These high-caliber professionals are dedicated to 

resolving claims quickly, accurately, and fairly.

Learning to prevent losses  

saves money

The mark of an exceptional insurance company is  

its ability to help clients prevent a loss in the first  

place. Because today’s metalworkers face ever-

increasing risks, The Hanover offers comprehensive 

Risk Solutions programs and services, designed  

to help customers minimize their risks and have  

a positive effect on their premiums. Our Risk 

Solutions consultants can show you how to  

prevent lost time injuries to the key employees 

who run your sophisticated machinery.

continued

Hanover Metalworkers Advantage

Metalworkers Coverage Scenarios
The metalworking industry is changing rapidly and so are its insurance needs. The Hanover, in  

partnership with your local insurance agent, has developed specific coverages aimed at minimizing  

your losses from both the operations you have been doing for years and those you have added 

recently. These expanded coverages are available at a price you can afford. Your Hanover Agent  

can help you review these enhanced coverages in detail.

Property Coverages
The Hanover’s Property Coverage includes a selection of base Property Broadening Endorsements, the 
Manufacturing Property Broadening Endorsement and additional specialized coverage endorsements. 
These optional endorsements provide many valuable coverage, including:

RISK EXPOSURE KEY QUESTIONS THE HANOVER SOLUTION

Equipment Breakdown A business depends on the flawless 
operation of its equipment. If any piece 
fails, the business is exposed to down 
time and loss of earnings. What does 
your insurance company do to help you 
when your equipment stops running 
due to mechanical failure?

The Hanover’s Equipment Breakdown Coverage provides 
value-added loss control and risk management services 
to help keep our Insured’s equipment operating smoothly 
and efficiently.

Electronic Data  
Processing Equipment

Do you use production scheduling 
software to execute orders or customer 
relationship management systems?

Hardware, software and data are included in Hanover’s 
base Property Broadening Endorsements.

E-Commerce If you do business over the web your 
network is susceptible to electronic 
vandalism by hackers. Are you covered 
for damage to your equipment or a 
disruption to your online services?

The Hanover’s E-Commerce Coverage provides protection 
for electronic vandalism, including direct damage to 
computer equipment as well as Interruption of Computer 
Operations including Denial of Service regardless of 
whether you maintain your own site or use an ISP to pro-
vide service. Flexible limits are available up to $25,000.

continued

continued

Hanover Metalworkers Advantage

Punching Out Value With  Metalworkers
The Hanover provides metalworking shops of all types with comprehensive insurance solutions, 

including standard lines as well as specialized coverages. Hanover Metalworkers Advantage is 

designed to meet the needs of a wide range of machine shops that are committed to job safety,  

willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of a long-term relationship  

in controlling loss costs. We specifically target machine shops and other businesses that make  

parts, components, and assemblies made primarily of metal such as:• Dies, tools, fixtures, and machine tool accessories• Metal Furniture
• Office, vending and similar low-hazard machinery• Low horsepower pumps and compressors• Plumbing fixtures

• Non-load bearing structural members such as architectural and ornamental metal work• Containers

• Light gauge springs and wire products 

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer metal fabrication shops a complete suite of products that protect their property, autos, employees, and clients. Our broad range of industry-specific coverages can be tailored to meet the unique needs of your clients.

Product Offerings
• Commercial Package Policy
• Commercial Property 
• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation 
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements• Manufacturing Property Broadening Endorsement (adds or enhances over  10 coverages)

• Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements (add or enhance over  65 coverages)
• Suite of General Liability broadening coverages (add or enhance over 20 coverages)• E-Commerce Endorsement

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1161 Agent Information Sheet

114-1285 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1283 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine

• Ocean Cargo 

• Hanover Specialty Industrial

• Private Company Management Liability

• Employment Practices Liability 

Contact Information
• John Cox  

Phone: 508-579-4917 
Email: jcox@hanover.com 

• Rob Mauerman 
Phone: 508-855-2906 
Email: rmauerman@hanover.com  

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Is your customer’s business protected if a 
client experiences financial loss due to an 
error in their services, exposing the business 
to legal action?

Miscellaneous Professional Liability Advantage covers a large number of  
professionals in this segment on a Claims-Made and Reported basis.

The Hanover Miscellaneous Professional Liability product does not cover lawyers, 
accountants, architects and engineers, or insurance agents.

A $25,000 defense coverage is provided for disciplinary proceedings and Internet 
Liability Coverage.

Claim expense limit and prior acts is available outside of policy limits.

LIMITS: Up to $10 Million.

How well does your customer’s current  
coverage protect their business if the personal 
information of one of their clients, such as 
credit cards or billing information, were 
stolen and used maliciously?

Data Breach Coverage, in conjunction with CyberScout, covers the cost of 
complying with legal obligations to notify victims and provide them with credit 
monitoring.

We also provide Loss Control Service visits to assess and make recommendations 
for improving procedures for preventing data breach.

Limits : $10,000/$10,000 with increased limits available upon request. 

Is your customer protected while performing  
services at their clients’ locations or job sites?

Property Off-Premises Coverage addresses damage to personal property away 
from owned premises, including customers’ locations and job sites.

LIMITS: Flexible limits of $25,000 to $200,000 depending on endorsement 
chosen. 

The electronic information your customer 
stores is essential to their business. If their 
system failed, what would it cost to replace 
this important system to keep their business 
running?

The Hanover’s Electronic Data Processing Coverage provides coverage for  
hardware, software, and data without making a special charge.

Hanover’s Base Property Broadening Endorsements include Electronic Data  
Processing Equipment Coverage in the definition of BPP.

LIMITS: Covered within the BPP limits.  

If a disaster destroyed paper files recording  
years of a client’s records, would your  
customer’s business be able to handle  
the expense to retrieve this important  
information?

The Hanover’s Valuable Papers Coverage pays the cost to research, replace, or 
restore lost information such as paper files recording years of a client’s records

Loss Control can advise on how best to protect the documents, including  
firerated safes and back-up plans.

Hanover’s Base Property Broadening Endorsements include Valuable Papers 
and Records Coverage in the blanket limit.

LIMITS: Flexible blanket limits available up to $1,000,000.

Professional Services
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How would your customer’s business be 
affected if they could not communicate 
electronically with their clients or conduct 
marketing because their network was  
violated by a hacker?

The Hanover’s e-Commerce Coverage covers damage to hardware, software and 
data, loss of business income due to hackers or malware, and public relations 
expense after a loss caused by hackers or malicious code.

Hanover’s Base Property Broadening Endorsements include two important 
coverages that provide protection for: 

• Direct physical loss or damage to computer equipment at your facility caused 
by electronic vandalism

• Extension of your business interruption insurance to cover loss of income and 
necessary extra expense from the suspension of operations caused by an 
interruption in computer operations at your facility due to electronic vandalism 
with a combined limit of $2,500, $5,000, $10,000 or $25,000

If your customer’s company provides services 
internationally, are their employees covered 
when traveling abroad? What if their employee 
working abroad accidentally caused injury to 
a person or property?

The Hanover’s Global General Liability Endorsement broadens the policy  
territory to anywhere in the world, except for where we have trade or economic 
sanctions. This is in excess of any active foreign-placed policy.

The Hanover International Contingent Auto Endorsement covers, on an indemnity 
basis, potential auto liabilities of owned, hired and non-owned autos anywhere 
outside of U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico, in excess of local insurance.

The Hanover International Human Resources with Assistance Endorsement provides 
valuable services to employees who become injured or ill while working abroad.

LIMITS: Included in blanket limit for additional fee. $40,000 auto physical  
damage, otherwise policy limit.

Hanover Professional Services Advantage

Specialized Protection for  

Professional Services

Your service business provides complex solutions to solving clients’ problems. In the process, your 

business is exposed to unique risks that are constantly changing as fast as the technologies that 

drive it. The Hanover understands that and has developed specialized coverages to protect you from 

the losses that can derail your business or even destroy it. Our unique Hanover Professional Services 

Advantage program offers superior protection for your bottom line at a price you can afford.

Devoted to complete coverage

The Hanover team, which includes your local 

agent, is expert at designing insurance coverage 

especially for professional service companies. 

Our underwriting, claims, and risk management 

professionals have many years of experience in 

providing service for your industry. In making  

sure your coverages are complete, cost-effective,  

and convenient, we’ve left nothing to chance. 

Beyond the core policy of our Hanover 

Professional Services Advantage program, 

we offer expanded options aimed at covering 

just about everything, including Miscellaneous 

Professional Liability, Private Company 

Management Liability, Employment Practices 

Liability, and more. We can expertly tailor your 

policy to meet your exact needs, and even offer 

convenient automated premium payments.

Superior claims professionals

We’ve staffed our Hanover Claims operation  

with highly experienced and dedicated  

claims professionals, including field adjusters, 

appraisers, nurses, administrative personnel,  

and special investigators. These high-caliber  

people are dedicated to resolving claims quickly, 

accurately, and fairly.

Learning to prevent losses  

saves money

The mark of an exceptional insurance company  

is its ability to help clients prevent a loss in  

the first place. Because today’s professionals  

face ever-increasing risks, The Hanover offers 

comprehensive Risk Solutions programs and  

services designed to help you learn how to  

minimize your risks, which can have a positive 

effect on your premiums.

continued

Hanover Professional Services Advantage

Coverage Scenarios
In your business, you focus on providing services and solutions to clients using large amounts  

of information. The last thing you need are distractions that take away from your priorities.  

That’s why The Hanover, in partnership with your local insurance agent, has developed specific  

coverages aimed at addressing those distractions so you can provide your services with peace  

of mind. What’s more, these expanded coverages are available at a price you can afford and  

your Hanover Agent will be happy to help you review these enhanced coverages in detail.

Risk Review Checklist
Property Coverages 
Hanover’s Property Coverage, including our selection of optional tiered Base Property Broadening 
Endorsements — Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum — provides many valuable coverages, including:

RISK EXPOSURE KEY QUESTIONS THE HANOVER SOLUTION

Electronic Data  
Processing Equipment

The electronic information you store is  
essential to your business. If your system 
failed, what would it cost to replace this 
important system to keep your business 
running?

Hanover’s Base Property Broadening  
Endorsements include Electronic Data Processing 
Equipment Coverage in the definition of BPP 

E-Commerce How would your business be affected if you 
could not communicate electronically with 
your clients or conduct marketing because 
your network was violated by a hacker?

Hanover’s Base Property Broadening  
Endorsements include two important coverages 
that provide protection for:

• Direct physical loss or damage to computer 
equipment at your facility caused by electronic 
vandalism

• Extension of your business interruption  
insurance to cover loss of income and  
necessary extra expense from the suspension  
of operations caused by an interruption in  
computer operations at your facility due to  
electronic vandalism with a combined limit  
of $2,500, $5,000, $10,000 or $25,000.

continued

continued

Hanover Professional Services Advantage
Designing Value with  Professional ServicesHanover provides professional services companies of all types with comprehensive insurance  

solutions, including standard lines as well as specialized coverages. Hanover Professional Services 

Advantage is designed to meet the needs of a wide range of professional service companies that  

are committed to safety, willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits  

of a long-term relationship in controlling loss costs. 
Our targets include:• Lawyers and Notaries (less than 250 attorneys)• Accounting, Tax Preparation, Payroll and Bookkeeping Services

• Architects, Engineers and Surveyors  (except construction management)• Testing Laboratories (except clinical trials)• Design Services
• Consultants
• Research and Development Services  (except biotech or clinical trials)

• Travel Agencies (except adventure tours or  tours in insecure locations)
• Document Preparation Services

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer  professional service companies a complete  suite of products that protect their property, autos, and employees. Our broad range of  industry-specific coverages can be tailored  to meet the unique needs of your clients.• Commercial Package Policy (CPP)  [Professional Liability is Excluded]• Commercial Property

• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

Marketing Tools for Your Agents

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1165 Agent Information Sheet

114-1295 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1288 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Lawyers Professional Liability 

• Miscellaneous Professional Liability

• Private Company Management Liability

• Employment Practices Liability

• Inland Marine (High-Value Electronic Data 
Processing and Valuable Papers)

Contact Information
• Debra Zborowski  

Phone: 508-855-2071 
Email: dzborowski@hanover.com 

• Susan Thomson  
Phone: 973-997-9253 
Email: sthomson@hanover.com 
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Could violent events or premises contamination 
damage the Insured’s reputation resulting in 
additional expenses and loss of income?

Hanover’s Emergency Event Management is one of the broadest of its kind and 
responds to covered emergencies at an Insured location, including:

• Actual or attempted violent acts 

• Premises contamination from bacterial microorganisms transmitted through 
human contact with food (this also includes interruption of operations due 
to the hepatitis virus, Legionnaire’s disease, and/or noroviruses — no other 
viruses or illnesses are covered) 

• Specified felonies such as child abduction, sexual assault, or criminal use  
of a firearm 

• Other emergency incidents that occur at an Insured’s location, such as fire, 
explosion, or a workplace accident that results in adverse regional or national 
news coverage of the Insured’s business

The Emergency Event Management coverage provides three flexible limits for:

• Emergency Event Communication Expense — covers public and media  
relations expenses used to mitigate financial impact to your business after  
an emergency event

• Emergency Event Business Income (and Extra Expense) — covers the loss of 
business income resulting from an emergency event (this coverage requires 
the Insured to have also purchased Business Income from Hanover)

• Post-Emergency Event Expense — covers medical treatments, counseling, and 
funeral expenses for individuals who were physically injured at an Insured’s 
location during an emergency event

Does the current insurance program protect 
against the expense associated with loss of 
customers’ private personal information?

Hanover’s Data Breach Coverage provides a number of valuable services and 
expense coverages to meet this growing need. Included coverages are:

• Data Breach Services, including consulting, toll-free hotline, fraud alert,  
and identify restoration case management

• Data Breach Expenses, including cost of notification, forensic analysis, and 
proactive monitoring services

• Additional Expense, including legal services, public relations, data breach 
ransom, and rewards

LIMITS:  $10,000/$10,000 with increased limits available upon request.

Do subcontracted trainers or instructors 
work for the organization, increasing liability 
exposure?

Amateur Sports and Fitness Facilities General Liability Broadening Endorsements 
meet the responsibility when the Insured is required by a covered contract to 
provide Additional Insured status to instructors, massage therapists, trainers, 
financial sponsors, etc.

Sports & Fitness
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Amateur Sports Organizations and Fitness  
Facilities have many unique property exposures. 
Are these unique exposures covered in the 
event of a loss?

Customized Advantage Property Broadening Endorsement:

• Selection of base Property Broadening Endorsements — Bronze, Silver, Gold, 
Platinum — that add or enhance over 65 separate coverages, including: Out-
door Property, Pollutant Cleanup and Removal, Utility Services, and more

• Sports and Fitness Property Broadening Endorsement (adds or enhances 8 
coverages) such as Automated External Defibrillators, Business Income and 
Extra Expense Extended to Membership Values, Personal Effects of Health 
Club Members and Guests’ Personal Property on Premises, and more

• Loss Control service visits assess property risks including safety issues with  
a facility and concerns over equipment, offering recommendations for  
improvement/prevention.

LIMITS:  Flexible limits up to $1M depending on endorsement chosen  
(Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum)

Amateur Sports Organizations and children’s 
programs are often exposed to physical 
and sexual abuse allegations. Is the Insured 
covered for this type of claim?

Sexual Abuse Coverage, which can be added as an endorsement to General  
Liability policy, pays for damages due to bodily injury arising from physical abuse, 
sexual misconduct, or sexual molestation.

Loss Control offers Sexual Misconduct Risk Control Guide and customized Loss 
Control training including: abuse and molestation, professional boundaries, 
employee screening

Loss Control Alliance Partnership with Intellicorp for discounted background 
checks (special nonprofit pricing).

LIMITS:  Choice of limits to fit Insured’s needs.

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Hanover Sports & Fitness Advantage

Amateur Sports Coverage

Amateur Sports organizations like yours differ from other organizations in that they face many  

different and unique kinds of exposures to loss. The Hanover, in partnership with your insurance 

agent, has developed highly specific coverages aimed at minimizing your losses from areas you  

may never have considered at risk. These enhanced coverages are available at very competitive  

rates through your Hanover Agent, who can help you review them in detail.

Risk Review Checklist

Property Broadening Endorsements

The Hanover’s Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements provide over 65 additional and 

expanded coverages, making it one of the broadest offerings in the industry. With four different options— 

Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum—you can select the Base Property Broadening Endorsement that best 

meets your needs.

The Hanover’s optional Sports and Fitness Property Broadening Endorsement meets the unique needs 

of all types of amateur sports organizations.  You can add the Sports and Fitness Property Broadening 

Endorsement to your selected base property broadening endorsement to further customize your coverage 

to add or enhance 8 coverages and address industry-specific exposures, including Broadened Business 

Personal Property, Business Income and Extra Expense Off-Premises Events Cancellation, and more.

continued

Hanover Sports & Fitness Advantage

Coverage Review Checklist 
Can your amateur sports organization afford to be without the best protection? Check out how 
Hanover’s Sports & Fitness Advantage program stacks up against other carriers’ coverages.  
Buying Hanover Sports & Fitness Advantage is an easy and responsible decision.

PRODUCT FEATURES THE HANOVER OTHER CARRIERS

Does your Insurance Carrier…

1.  Have an “A” Rating or better by A.M. Best? 4 o Yes      o No

2.  Provide you with access to local loss control professionals? 4 o Yes      o No

3. Provide you with experienced local claims professionals? 4 o Yes      o No

4. Provide access to a Risk Solutions website offering industry-specific  
information?

4 o Yes      o No

5. Provide flexible payment options to accommodate restricted budgets? 4 o Yes      o No

Does your Property Policy…

1. Provide back-up water and sewer coverage? 4 o Yes      o No

2.  Extend coverage for property damage and loss of income resulting  
from a loss of utility services?

4 o Yes      o No

3. Provide coverage if your data is compromised involving thousands of  
your customers?

4 o Yes      o No

4.  Provide coverage for members’ unused portion of prepaid dues if your 
operations are suspended due to a covered loss? 

4 o Yes      o No

5.  Provide an option to cover select illnesses such as norovirus, violent acts, 
and other emergencies?

4 o Yes      o No

6.  Provide up to a $1,000,000 blanket amount (for each location) for Accounts  
Receivable, Outdoor Property, Valuable Papers and Records, and more?

4 o Yes      o No

Does your Professional Liability Policy…

1.  Provide vicarious coverage for Employed or Contracted Personal Trainers,  
Aerobics Instructors, or Massage Therapists?

4 o Yes      o No

2.  Offer individual coverage for Contracted Personal Trainers, Aerobics  
Instructors, or Massage Therapists?

4 o Yes      o No

3. Provide separate limits from the General Liability and Abuse coverage? 4 o Yes      o No

continued

Hanover Sports & Fitness Advantage 

Winning Big in the  Sports & Fitness Market

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

Marketing Tools for Your Agents

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1225 Agent Brochure

114-1241 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1198 Customer Coverage Guide

Related Coverages
• Employment Practices Liability Insurance

• Commercial Surety

• Fidelity & Crime

• Directors & Officers

• Inland Marine

Contact Information
• Debra Zborowski  

Phone: 508-855-2071 
Email: dzborowski@hanover.com 

• Susan Thomson  
Phone: 973-997-9253 
Email: sthomson@hanover.com 
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Errors and omissions can cause data destruction, 
program failures, lost business, and potentially 
huge financial losses from lawsuits. Is the  
Insured protected from these risks?

Advantage and Advantage Plus for Technology Professional Liability (E&O) are 
among the broadest policies in the industry, offering enterprise-wide coverage 
for all insured’s products and services.

Advantage and Advantage Plus both offer negligent acts, E&O, breach of  
warranties and representations, failure to perform, information security and 
damage to intangible property.

Advantage Plus expands coverage to include Privacy and Media and Content.

• Content coverage includes copyright infringement for software source code 
(many competitors are not willing to provide this coverage or sublimit the 
coverage)

Definition of damages includes Punitive and Multiplied Damages (where allowable 
by law).

90-day automatic extended period. 

Pre-claims assistance with supplementary payments that are not subject to 
retention and does not reduce the limit of liability.

Experienced and dedicated specialists for all E&O claims handling.

LIMITS:  Choice of policy limits available to fit Insured’s needs, up to $10 Million.

Technology and Telecommunication companies 
have many unique property exposures. Are 
these exposures covered in the event of a loss?

Technology Broadening Endorsement further expand key property coverages 
that are important for Technology companies including:

• Business Income — New Product to Market Delay

• Business Income — Research & Development Extra Expense

• Contract Penalties

• Worldwide Laptop Coverage

Offer three different industry-specific options to align with the needs of tech 
clients — including Information Technology, Telecommunications, and Electronic 
Manufacturing.

LIMITS:  Vary.

Despite the best quality control, products 
sometimes have to be recalled. How can the 
Insured address possible extensive recall 
expenses?

Product Recall Expense (GL Broadening Endorsement) provides coverage for 
expenses incurred by Insured or others for loss of use, withdrawal, recall,  
inspections, repair, replacement, adjustment, removal, or disposal of product.

LIMITS:  $25,000/$50,000 (with higher limits available).

Technology
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Does the current insurance program protect  
the Insured against the expense associated  
with loss of clients’ confidential information?

Data Breach Coverage covers cost of the Insured in complying with legal obliga-
tions to notify victims and provide them with credit monitoring (also provides for 
expenses incurred by Insured for legal expenses, public relations, and more).

Provides Cyber Business Interruption and Extra expenses that were incurred due 
to a breach and offers Data Restoration expense for the cost of labor to  
re-create or copy lost or stolen data. 

Is provided with a separate limit that does not reduce the limit available for E&O 
or Cyber Liability claims. 

LIMITS:  $10,000 (higher limits available).

Third Party Coverage is provided through E&O Advantage and Advantage 
Plus forms which provide coverage for third-party liability arising from 
an Insured’s failure to prevent theft of personally identifiable information.

Many technology companies conduct business 
overseas. Will the coverage follow?

International Coverage provides protection for overseas exposures.

• GlobalReach International Package is available and provides a comprehensive 
solution including Global Property, Global Liability, International Business Auto, 
Foreign Voluntary Workers’ Compensation, Kidnap Ransom and Extortion, 
and Business Travel Accident

• A la carte options offer a customized non-admitted solution that can be 
added to a standard domestic policy including:

– Worldwide Global Liability for lawsuits brought anywhere in the world

– Global Property for incidental property and property temporarily outside 
the coverage territory

– Contingent Auto for owned, hired, and non-owned autos anywhere outside 
of U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico. 

– Ability to write International non-admitted and DIC/DIL on our paper

Worldwide E&O coverage territory. 

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal
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Hanover Technology Advantage 

Commercial Package 

Customized Solutions

Insuring technology business is complex and requires a higher level of knowledge and  

experience. Hanover Technology Advantage was designed by experts to address the unique  

risks of Information Technology, Electronics Manufacturing, and Telecommunications services  

businesses. Our customizable products were created to fit your business’ needs — and budget.

Coverage to Fit Your Needs

The Hanover recognizes that no two technology 

companies are exactly alike and offers a broad 

array of property solutions, designed to meet  

the needs of companies at various development 

stages. We offer different coverage options 

based on the size and complexity of your  

company to fit your specific business needs  

and budget. With four base coverage  

expansion options available — Bronze, Silver,  

Gold and Platinum — you can rest assured you 

have the protection you need, including:*

• Business Income & Extra Expense —  

Worldwide Dependent Properties coverage 

for the loss of business income associated with 

a business interruption at a non-owned location 

that you depend on to generate your business 

income

• Contract Penalties coverage for costs of  

penalties that may result from non-completion  

of a project

• Electronic Data Processing Equipment  

covers loss of use or damage to your computer 

equipment

• Property in Transit coverage for loss or damage 

to property when being shipped or transported 

to or from a covered location

• Worldwide Property Off-Premises extends 

business personal property  coverage to include 

worldwide territory while temporarily located  

off premises 

• And more than 35 additional valuable coverages 

designed to protect your company

Expand Your Protection

In addition to the coverage provided by  

The Hanover’s base expansion options, we 

offer specialized technology options that 

include many important coverages commonly 

needed by Information Technology, Electronics 

Manufacturing and Telecommunications  

companies, giving you the flexibility to  

further customize your insurance solution.

* Coverages and limits included vary based on your selection  

of Endorsement options.

continued

Lost Data Coverage —  

I’m covered, right?

Your Information Technology employee installs 

a software upgrade for your customer, but fails 

to properly back up the data. After a successful 

installation, your company’s tech realizes the  

data associated with the application has been 

deleted. Unfortunately, your client had not 

backed up data for a few days. 

Needless to say, your customer is not happy  

and your company is billed for recreating the 

data. Your claim is denied by your general liability  

carrier because loss or damage to software and 

data is excluded from your policy and now you 

have to deal with this issue, on your own.

The Hanover Solution

Loss, corruption or destruction of data arising 

from your product or your work is covered by  

all of our Technology Professional Advantage 

products. With The Hanover… You can be  

covered right!

Hanover Technology Advantage

I’m covered, right?
With The Hanover, you can be covered right! The unexpected can happen at any time, anywhere. 

These claims scenarios are a good reminder that being prepared with coverage that goes  

beyond the norm is always the best policy. Hanover Technology Advantage gives you the kind  

of comprehensive coverages and exceptional claims service that allow you to enjoy peace of mind 

while you continue to build your business.

COVER AGE SPECIAL DELUXE DELUXE GOLD

Accounts Receivable – Off Premises $50,000 Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit

Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit

Accounts Receivable – On Premises $50,000 Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit

Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit

Advertising Expense to Regain Customers – – $2,500

Back up or Overflow of a Sewer, Drain or Sump – Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit 

Included in $250,000 
Blanket Limit

Brands and Labels Included Included Included

Broad Form Water Damage $100,000 – –

Business Income Billable Hours Option $10,000 $10,000 $10,000

Business Income from Dependent Properties $30,000 $100,000 $100,000

Business Income from Websites $50,000 $10,000 $50,000

Catastrophe Allowance – $10,000 $25,000

Commercial Tools and Small Equipment – $10,000 $25,000

continued

Hanover Technology Advantage

BOP Broadening Endorsements
Expand the coverage of The Hanover’s standard Business Owner’s Policy with one of our Technology 

Broadening Endorsements. These important coverages, designed specifically for technology companies,  

go beyond the normal scope of property insurance to further help your business recover from a loss. 

Compare our value-packed Special, Deluxe, and Deluxe Gold Broadening Endorsements to find the 

right coverage for your business.

BOP Technology Broadening Endorsement Options:

COVER AGE

TECHNOLOGY 
SPECIAL  

BROADENING  
ENDORSEMENT 
(Form 391-1673)

TECHNOLOGY  
DELUXE  

BROADENING  
ENDORSEMENT 
(Form 391-1342)

TECHNOLOGY 
DELUXE GOLD 
BROADENING  

ENDORSEMENT 
(Form 391-1402)

Hanover Fidelity & Crime Advantage

Your Partner in Crime for Protecting Technology BusinessesMany technology companies provide services that require their employees to access sensitive  

information — increasing the risk of an employee committing theft, fraud, or forgery. Whether  

the act is committed against their own company or one of their clients, the impact of crime can  

be devastating to an organization’s bottom line and reputation. Hanover Fidelity & Crime Advantage reimburses technology companies for direct losses due to 

theft, forgery, or fraud (includes computer and credit card fraud) committed by an employee or 

third-party.

Flexible coverage designed for Tech companies
Hanover Fidelity & Crime Advantage is flexible, and can be customized to meet the unique needs of customers. Coverage features include:• Employee Theft of Company Property• Employee Theft of Client Property• Fiduciary Theft of Plan Property• Forgery or Alteration Coverage• Inside the Premises Coverage• In Transit Coverage

• Computer Fraud Coverage
• Funds Transfer Fraud Coverage

•   Money Orders and Counterfeit Currency Fraud Coverage
• Credit Card Fraud Coverage• Data Restoration Expense Sub-Limit• Ability to Add Coverage When Required  by Contract

Connect your tech clients with peace of mind
Hanover Fidelity & Crime Advantage for tech businesses should be an essential part of your  clients’ insurance program. Find your local Fidelity & Crime Underwriter by visiting  www.hanover.com/agentsolutions today.

119-0474 (4/15) 

All products are underwritten by The Hanover Insurance Company or one of its insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates (“The Hanover”). Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions and is 

subject to the company underwriting guidelines and the issued policy. This material is provided for informational purposes only and does not provide any coverage.  For more information about  

The Hanover visit our website at www.hanover.com©2015 The Hanover Insurance Group. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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We offer a full range of marketing tools to help 
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products, and to help 
supplement and amplify your sales efforts.

Electronic Manufacturers 

119-0474 Protecting Your Technology Business

113-1379  Technology Business Owner’s Policy  
Broadening Endorsements Guide

114-1210 Technology Claims Scenarios

114-1492  Technology Commercial Package Policy 
Coverage Comparison Guide

114-1504 Technology Coverage Scenarios

114-1516  Technology Electronic Manufacturers  
Customer Information Sheet

114-1207  Technology Errors & Omissions Coverage 
Comparison Guide

Information Technology

119-0474 Protecting Your Technology Business

113-1379  Technology Business Owner’s Policy  
Broadening Endorsements Guide

114-1210 Technology Claims Scenarios

114-1492  Technology Commercial Package Policy 
Coverage Comparison Guide

114-1504 Technology Coverage Scenarios

114-1207  Technology Errors & Omissions Coverage 
Comparison Guide

114-1446  Technology Information Technology  
Customer Information Sheet

Telecommunication

119-0474 Protecting Your Technology Business

113-1379  Technology Business Owner’s Policy  
Broadening Endorsements Guide

114-1210 Technology Claims Scenarios

114-1492  Technology Commercial Package Policy 
Coverage Comparison Guide

114-1504 Technology Coverage Scenarios

114-1207  Technology Errors & Omissions Coverage 
Comparison Guide

114-1452  Technology Telecommunications Customer 
Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Commercial Crime (Third-Party Off Premises)

• Technology E&O

Contact Information
• Sandi Maldonado 

Phone: 303-621-0110 
Email: smaldonado@hanover.com

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Conversation Starters
Hanover Differentiators

continuedFOR INTERNAL USE ONLY.  
Proprietary and confidential materials of 
The Hanover Insurance Group.

Highlighted text indicates key competitive differentiators.

As a wholesaler, does your customer’s  
insurance protection adequately address  
the wide variety of exposures unique to their 
buildings and personal property (inventory/
stock)?

The Property Broadening Endorsement provides valuable coverages and limits 
specifically for the wholesaler, including: Back-Up Sewers and Drains, Crime, 
Transit, and Seasonal Increase.

The Hanover provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommen-
dations for improvement on storage and sprinkler adequacy and theft prevention.

LIMITS: Three flexible Blanket limit levels: Advantage = $25,000;  
Select = $250,000; Choice = $500,000.

Would your customer’s business be able to 
afford the cost of repairing its reputation 
and navigating the complex process of a 
recall if a product had to be removed from 
the marketplace?

The General Liability Special Broadening Endorsement offers Product Recall 
Expense Coverage for expenses incurred by Insured or others for loss of use, 
withdrawal, recall, inspections, repair, replacement, adjustment, removal, or 
disposal of product.

The Hanover provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make  
recommendations on quality control.

LIMITS: $25/50 Product Recall Expense with higher limits available.

If your customer’s business buys its goods 
from, or has sales offices abroad, are their 
foreign transactions and locations insured 
adequately?

The Hanover’s Global General Liability Endorsement broadens the policy territory 
to anywhere in the world, except for where we have trade or economic sanctions. 
This is in excess of any active foreign-placed policy. 

LIMITS: Included in blanket limit for additional fee.

Does your customer’s insurance coverage 
adequately address downtime for their fleet?

The Hanover’s Auto Broadening and Broadened Towing and Labor Endorsements 
reduce fleet downtime and keep the goods being delivered with a package of 
over 20 additional coverages.

We provide Loss Control Alliance Partnerships for driver training, GPS driver 
monitoring, online driver safety courses, fleet rodeo.

Loss Control can assist with a fleet safety program, including 1-800 How’s My 
Driving? and driver control tips.

The delivery of saleable products to your 
customer’s business is essential. What would 
happen to their income if this flow of  
commerce were interrupted?

Worldwide Dependent Properties — Business Income and Extra Expense covers 
the loss of Business Income and Extra Expense that results when a supplier 
located within the policy territory fails to deliver raw materials or products  
because of damage to their facility by a covered cause of loss.

In a Loss Control Partnership with Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety 
(IBHS), The Hanover provides customers with Open for Business® newsletter alerts.

We provide Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommendations for 
improving disaster preparedness/business continuity plans, identifying pressure 
points where multiple vendors are needed to supply products.

LIMITS: Select = $50,000; Choice = $100,000.

Wholesalers
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Is your customer’s business protected 
against losses occurring while their products 
are in transit?

Transit Coverage can be purchased for the U.S. or worldwide through the  
Advantage Wholesale program.

Higher limits available via Inland Marine.

The Hanover provides Loss Control service visits to assess and make recommen-
dations for mitigating theft, and advising on packing and shipping tips.

We also have a Loss Control Alliance Partnership with LoJack for vehicle/cargo 
theft protection/GPS monitoring.

LIMITS: $75,000.

Hanover Wholesalers Advantage

A Look at the Whole Picture

Your wholesale business is a success because you developed a deep understanding of your  

customers’ needs, found ways to access products faster than your competition, learned the  

ins and outs of your local marketplace and, above all, exhibited flexibility and responsiveness. 

The Hanover has used the exact same skills to develop our Wholesalers Advantage package of  

coverages. Compare our program with your current policies and you’ll appreciate the superior  

value The Hanover provides. Your Hanover Agent is ready to explain everything about this  

unique program in detail.

Property Coverages Review

FEATURES
BENEFITS

THE HANOVER

INDUSTRY  

STANDARD

Consequential Loss  

to Stock

Covers value lost by stock that is unmarketable  

due to loss to other parts sold with it

Included
Does not apply to 

wholesale operations

Contract Penalties Covers penalties in a distribution agreement 

resulting from covered loss

Limits up to $100K
Added by  

endorsement

Deferred Payment Covers your interest in property sold or leased but 

not paid for if damaged by a covered cause or loss
Included in Blanket Limit  

of Insurance 

Not covered

Business Income and 

Extra Expense from  

Dependent Properties

Covers loss of income and extra expense due to 

damage at a supplier’s premises

Worldwide Limits up to $250K Worldwide

Newly Acquired  

Buildings and  

Personal Property

Protects you from loss of coverage due to  

accidental failure to comply with notice  

requirements  

Limits up to:

Buildings: $2,000,000

Personal: $1,000,000

Income: $250,000

Buildings: $250,000

Personal: $100,000

Income: $100,000

Seasonal Increase Protects against inadequate limits for personal 

property due to seasonal fluctuations in inventory
Personal Property limit is 

increased by 25%

Not covered

Unintentional  

Property Reporting  

Errors

Protects you from loss of coverage due to  

accidental failures to report or describe your  

locations

$500,000 
Not provided

Extended Business 

Income

Covers loss of business income during the period 

between the completion of repairs and the return 

of your income to pre-loss levels

Selections available up to 180 

days after repairs or two years 

after loss 

30 days

continued

Hanover Wholesalers Advantage

Coverage Review
The Hanover has in-depth experience serving the wholesale and distribution industry. When you 

choose our package of Property, Marine, and General Liability coverages, and include our standard 

extension endorsements, you’ll have peace of mind knowing your buildings, equipment, inventories, 

and income are well protected by a world-class insurer who delivers on value and promises.

Coverage Highlights
WHAT WE PROTECT ADVANTAGES OF THE HANOVER’S PROTECTION

Building • Covers your building, including additions, fixtures, foundations and underground pipes.

• If you lease the building, protects your interest in improvements and betterments, and your 
liability for damage to the building from specified perils.

Equipment • Protects equipment you need for your business while on premises and within 2000 feet.

• If you move property off-site, provides up to $200,000 coverage in the United States.

• If you purchase The Hanover’s Equipment Breakdown coverage, it covers repair or replacement 
of failed equipment, including heating and air conditioning systems, electrical distribution systems, 
water heaters, hoists, lifts and cranes, and inventory control systems. If your equipment must be 
replaced due to a breakdown, replacement is made with equipment that is more efficient, safer, 
or better for the environment, up to 125% of the replacement cost of the damaged equipment.

• If you lease your equipment and are required to insure it, protects you if the insurance is not adequate.

Inventory • Protects inventory on your premises and in transit in a vehicle owned by you, or in the custody 
of a common or contract carrier.

• Coverage offered on your products shipped worldwide by vehicle, vessel or aircraft.

• If you have sold products but not delivered them, covers the selling price less discounts and 
expenses you did not incur.

• If you have sold or leased property that is damaged by a covered loss while in your customer’s 
possession but you have not received full payment, included in Blanket Limit of Insurance.

• If some of your inventory suffers covered damage causing undamaged inventory to be sold with 
it to lose value, it covers the value loss of the undamaged inventory.

• If you sell products damaged by a covered loss for salvage, it pays the costs to prepare the 
products for sale as salvage.

• As inventories fluctuate during the year, coverage responds automatically by increasing 25%  
for seasonal variations.

Computer System  
and Website

• Protects hardware and software, including media; covers restoration of data required by a  
covered loss.

continued

continued

Hanover Wholesalers Advantage

Distributing value with WholesalersHanover provides wholesale firms with comprehensive insurance solutions, including standard lines as 

well as specialized coverages. Hanover Wholesalers Advantage is designed to meet the needs of a wide 

range of durable and non-durable wholesale and distribution firms that are committed to job safety, 

willing to work with us to manage risk, and understand the benefits of a long-term relationship in  

controlling loss costs. 

Here is a sampling of our target classes for wholesalers:• Apparel and Piece Goods
• Electrical and Electronic Products• Furniture and Home Furnishings

• Hardware, Plumbing and Heating Equipment• Household Appliances
• Industrial and Service Paper
• Machinery (excluding construction, mining  and agricultural)

• Medical, Dental and Hospital Equipment• Metal Service Centers
• Office and Other Commercial Equipment• Stationary

Product Portfolio
Through The Hanover, agents can offer  wholesalers a broad range of industry-specific coverages that can be tailored to meet the unique needs of your clients. Our comprehensive suite of industry-specific products was designed specifically for wholesalers and the challenging risks they face. 

Product Offerings:
• Commercial Package Policy
• Commercial Property 
• Commercial General Liability
• Commercial Automobile
• Commercial Umbrella
• Workers’ Compensation
Specialized Coverages and Endorsements• E-Commerce Coverage Endorsement• Equipment Breakdown

• Foreign Dependent Property Coverage• General Liability Broadening Endorsement• Products Liability
• Selection of Base Property Broadening Endorsements (add or enhance over  65 coverages)

• Suite of General Liability broadening coverages (add or enhance over 20 coverages)• Data Breach and Cyber Liability 

CONVERSATION STARTERS HANOVER DIFFERENTIATORS

Target Appetite
For state-specific appetite information, 
including class names and NAICS codes, 
please visit our Small Commercial portal 
located at www.hanover.com/scportal

We offer a full range of marketing tools to help  
agents and customers understand The Hanover’s 
capabilities, appetite, and products.

114-1149 Agent Information Sheet

114-1059 Customer Risk Review Checklist

114-1060 Customer Information Sheet

Related Coverages
• Inland Marine (Transit Coverage, Warehousing)

• Ocean Cargo 

• Employment Practices Liability 

• Private Company Management Liability

• Hanover Specialty Industrial

Contact Information
• John Cox  

Phone: 508-579-4917 
Email: jcox@hanover.com 

• Rob Mauerman 
Phone: 508-855-2906 
Email: rmauerman@hanover.com  

Marketing Tools for Your Agents
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Why The Hanover?

The Hanover is a leading property and casualty insurance company dedicated to achieving world-

class performance. Our commitment is to deliver the products, services, and technology offered by 

the best national companies with the responsiveness, market focus, and local decision making of the 

best regional companies. This powerful combination has been a proven success since our founding 

in 1852, and all insurance company subsidiaries are rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best Company.

All products are underwritten by The Hanover Insurance Company or one of its insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates (“The Hanover”). Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions  
and is subject to the company underwriting guidelines and the issued policy. This material is provided for informational purposes only and does not provide any coverage. For more  
information about The Hanover visit our website at www.hanover.com

©The Hanover Insurance Group. All Rights Reserved.

The Hanover Insurance Company
440 Lincoln Street, Worcester, MA 01653 

h a n o v e r . c o m 
The Agency Place (TAP) — https://tap.hanover.com


